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	2018/November Braindump2go 300-550 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 300-550

Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 300-550 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 73Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-550.html2.|2018 Latest 300-550 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1G5CIcejFNivy4bWYLHaW9ZCr5fNCfSqk?usp=sharingQUESTION 45Which

tool streamlines the development of network applications?A.    Java Runtime EngineB.    software development kitC.   

command-line interfaceD.    General Public LicenseE.    package management systemAnswer: BQUESTION 46Which two

installable packages does the Cisco ACI Python SDK require? (Choose two.)A.    ciscoaciB.    acimodelC.    modpy-aciD.    acicobra

E.    ciscopythonF.    aci-toolkitAnswer: BDQUESTION 47What is the main benefit of having an out-of-band management network

for an infrastructure controller?A.    Data plane disruption is less likely.B.    It provides separation of the management and data

planes.C.    Configuration of the controller is faster and simpler.D.    It is less expensive.Answer: BExplanation:

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/routers/crs/software/crs_r4-1/security/configuration/guide/syssec_cg41crs_chapter7.ht
ml#con_1002770Management Plane Protection FeatureLogical interfaces (or any other interfaces not present on the data plane)

filter packets based on the ingress physical interface.QUESTION 48Drag and drop the protocol on the left to its purpose in ACI

fabric discovery on the right. Answer:  Explanation:LLDP - transports fabric information during the discovery processIS-IS - builds

the forwarding table for the overlayVXLAN - creates layer 2 overlay on a layer 3 networkOpflex - propages configuration from

APICs to leafs and spinesQUESTION 49In ACI, where is a concrete object in the MIT most often located?A.    hypervisor DBB.   

integrated Layer 4 to Layer 7 deviceC.    switch ASICD.    leaf or spineAnswer: CExplanation:

https://clnv.s3.amazonaws.com/2015/usa/pdf/BRKACI-2101.pdf QUESTION 50Which field in Visore can you use to find a

unique instance of a managed object?A.    lcOwnB.    dnC.    class nameD.    classldAnswer: BQUESTION 51 How many Cisco

APCs must fail, in order for a customer running an ACI fabric with a cluster of five APICs to experience data loss?A.    4B.    3C.   

1D.    2E.    5Answer: BQUESTION 52Which command tests a REST API?A.    ncB.    tcpdumpC.    curlD.    telnetAnswer: C

Explanation:https://developer.cisco.com/site/devnet/learn/coding-101-tutorial/index.gsp#apic-em-example:-get-hostsMake a

REST API CallCommand Line using curlQUESTION 53Which two statements about lOS XE on a Cisco CSR1000v Router

programmatic interface are true? (Choose two.)A.    It supports 12RS.B.    It supports open YANG data models.C.    It supports

BGP-LS/PCEP as a southbound interface-D.    It supports RESTCONFE.    It supports OpFlex.Answer: BDQUESTION 54Refer to

the exhibit. Which effect does the parameter ?session=test have in this VIRL API call? A.    The API call is parsed and validated by

VIRL, but no simulation is started.B.    The topology file "API.virl" is validated for proper structure and content.C.    The simulation

is started in a special "test" mode that protects it from adversely affecting other simulations.D.    The simulation is started with the

name "test".Answer: DQUESTION 55Which network is used by default for cluster sync between Cisco APICs?A.    out-of-band

management networkB.    VXLAN overlay networkC.    in-band management networkD.    infra-VTEP networkAnswer: D

Explanation:

https://supportforums.cisco.com/t5/application-centric/how-do-apics-in-a-cluster-communicate-with-each-other-in/m-p/3297
551#M3996https://supportforums.cisco.com/t5/application-centric/new-fabric-apic1-cannot-see-apic2-or-apic3/td-p/2879519
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